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Geoff Dodd says it's time for your

Another High Value Report

by Geoff Dodd



Imagine ...

USE A BOOK FUNNEL

What's a Book Funnel?

A book funnel is where your first offer is to get a book. It could be a free book,
like this e-Book. Or, it could be a printed hard copy book where your customer 
pays for shipping only.

• These things are powerful
• generate 5X as many sales
• get really high conversion rates
• get high quality buyers
• you'll gain authority and expert status
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Why?  

Books have a unique ' x factor '

They work to acquire traffic!

Even from a cold market, you'll get high rates of interest, acceptance and yes 
– conversion to sales!

You'll have realized already that it's getting harder and harder to turn enquirers
into buyers? 

A 'book funnel' is one proven way to DO IT.

Do you want a conversion rate of 10 – 19% on cold traffic? Normally, you'd be 
lucky to score 1%.

It's a huge credibility booster as an authority

How/where do I start to write some e-Books?

You can first write them out in OpenOffice .org  OpenOffice Writer for free, or 
in Microsoft Word (Office 360) on a 30-day trial, then SAVE as, or export your 
file to PDF document …

ALSO I use SQRIBBLE  << lots of colourful pre-made templates. See below. 

 
So if you're working in a market where there are not a lot of books... this is a 
HUGE Way to position yourself as a 'market leader,' or an 'expert.'

Write a book. You can easily sit down and write a thousand words a day. Read 
articles on your subject. Copy and modify a few sentences to get you going. 
Look at sites like Quora and Scoop.it and Ezine Articles to get fired up and 
inspired with ideas for your book! YouTube is another great source of ideas!
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https://40078buiu-ftfmeg4gp2ckik2i.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=drastic


You can 'speak a book' into Dragon software. Windows 10 has a dictation tool. 
You might like to hire a ghost writer at Fiverr.com or from a freelance writer 
site, like Upwork.com.

There are tons of PLR or 'private label rights' books, pre-written, that you can 
buy online. Search for “free PLR” and you'll get some e-Books for free. But a 
word of warning: You'll get more value out of something you've paid good 
value for!

Check out more templates at SQRIBBLE 
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https://40078buiu-ftfmeg4gp2ckik2i.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=TXT
https://40078buiu-ftfmeg4gp2ckik2i.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DRASTICPIC


How To Promote Your e-Book

• Create a PDF-sharing sub-domain or folder on your Web site! Title it 
something like 'free e-Books' + 'share PDF' combined in your title. This 
should attract a lot of Google searches …

• Share your e-Book at Scribd.com and other file sharing Web sites!
• Create an autoresponder series at TCP and use a landing page <<
• Redirect the new subscriber straight to your PDF online
• Drip feed follow-up messages

SQRIBBLE also gives you a Website for distributing your e-Books. They have 
invented a ton of ways to get e-Books out into wide distribution across The 
Internet.

Here's a picture of the inventor of Sqribble:
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https://40078buiu-ftfmeg4gp2ckik2i.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=TXT
https://geoffnow980.theconversionpros.com/sl/highvaluereport/


With the printed, physical book, there's a funnel of Web pages. First, you 
present the free book offer. It's irresistible. Then there's a pop up...a form to 
enter your shipping information. Name. Address. Country. Then there's billing 
information. Sometimes there's a 'cart bump,' like, “people who were 
interested in this free book offer, were also interested in this ...”

Notice how Amazon does that, all the time! Plus the 1-click purchase. Ali-
express.com (Jack Ma) also has a very slick process for offering more, similar 
products in a 'cart bump.'

  √  YES  add this to my order

              The next natural step is to solve the next problem

LIFESTYLE UPGRADE
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https://geoffnow980.tcplifestylesystem.com/
https://geoffnow980.tcplifestylesystem.com/


This High Value Report is yours to share widely

Disclaimer: We make no guarantees, explicit or implicit, of any specific level of earnings
that you may or may not make on The Internet. Our earnings are not typical. We may  
earn an affiliate commission when you purchase an item that is specified or represented
on this pdf document. Your personal information is always safe when you enter any info
or details such as your name, your address and phone number. We never share any info 
except  with  our  email  manager  tools  system,  The  Conversion  Pros,  and  with  Clickbank.
Note:This legal disclaimer applies to all reports and websites authored by Geoff Dodd, NZ.
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